
LITEPAPER
Diving deep into the world of 
Blockchain-based Internet of Things (IoT)
Introducing Web 3.0 smart wearables
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Originating out of Europe, epillo.io represents the Blockchain vertical of the
Epillo Health Group. At epillo.io, we are consistently harnessing cutting-edge
blockchain technology and the multifarious utilities that it offers. To further
proliferate our ideology of consumerization of healthcare, we have taken the
assistance of technology that focuses on decentralization and provides the
highest privacy & security standards. 

Blockchain technology has transformed many industries, with new start-ups
springing up to explore new applications for blockchain technology. While
the financial industry was the natural first target, blockchain technology has
extended to healthcare, food and beverage, supply chain, insurance,
shipping and logistics and many more. In furtherance of our vision of keeping
our consumers healthier – physically and financially, we at Epillo Health
Systems launch a first of its kind decentralized Smartwatch. Understanding
the catastrophic ramifications of centralized servers and their easier
hackability, we have attempted to use the decentralized technology to
enhance privacy and data protection in smart wearables. 

Through epillo.io, we hope to assist the health and fitness industries and
provide our users with various disruptive IoT devices, enhanced data
privacy, security, transparency, and decentralized payments while
simultaneously incentivizing people to focus on being fit & healthy.

INTRODUCTION TO EPILLO.IO
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https://coingeek.com/blockchain-could-lift-the-healthcare-industry-to-1-6-billion-by-2025/


The data concerns arising out of traditional mobile applications and
smart wearables have been alarming. The threat to the data of user,
including personally identifiable information, cannot be ignored
anymore. Further, a report by Deloitte states that 40% of smartwatch
users have data privacy concerns. FitMint Wear, the first-ever web 3.0
smartwatch brand uses the features of blockchain technology such  as
decentralised ledger and NFT-based authentication to maintain user's
data privacy.
 
Notably, according to a report by Kaspersky Lab, a smartwatch can be
hacked easily and the hacker can have access to the notifications of
the user, locations, and even passwords.
 
Apart from this, lack of motivations/incentives is a major issue due to
which there is a huge gap between the motivation of working out and
the amounts of efforts required to actually work out. Through the reward
mechanism provided to the users by way of our smartwatch and
decentralised web 3.0 mobile application, we provide a permanent
solution, to this lack of motivation. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT
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https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/technology/technology-media-and-telecom-predictions/2022/wearable-technology-healthcare.html
https://www.kaspersky.co.in/blog/smart-watch-research/13422/


The core of our concept traces back its existence to the problems emerging out of
managing and storing of data at a centralized server and the security concerns
arising therefrom. Our mission is to give control and privacy back to the user by
distributing their data on a decentralized network, ultimately making it immutable,
encrypted and nearly impossible to hack. 
 
We embark upon this journey through a first-of-its-kind blockchain-based
disruptive IoT wearable – Smartwatch, which implements the blockchain
authentication system and assists consumers and enterprises in their healthcare
and fitness journey. Realizing the importance of data privacy and the catastrophic
ramifications that may occur without the ownership of one’s own data, we are
providing the users with a unique opportunity to control their daily activities data
as opposed to the conventional smartwatch where they have no control over the
data.
 
Through epillo.io, we hope to assist the health and fitness industries and provide
our users with various disruptive IoT devices, enhanced data privacy, security,
transparency, and decentralized payments while simultaneously incentivizing
people to focus on being fit & healthy.

MISSION AND CONCEPT
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BLOCKCHAIN
BASED IOT

Fitmint Activ+, first of its
kind WEB 3.0 Smartwatch
is an innovative  wearable.

Fitmint Activ+ is a
blockchain based

smartwatch which
rewards its users for

staying fit and active.  The
fundamental focus of

Fitment Activ  + is fitness, 
 health monitoring,

privacy of  data  and some
other exciting features

that makes it the ultimate
device for a healthy life.

NFT BASED
AUTHENTICATION

To provide its users with
the most secure and

private wearable, Fitmint
Activ + has been

developed via interlock of
an authentication system
based on a non-fungible

token network and a
decentralized mobile

application. 
 

Fitment Activ+ only
intilizes once the user

verifies its identity on the
non-fungible token

network. 

HEALTH DATA
ON CHAIN

By using the blockchain
network the consumers
and patients can  share

their data peer-to-peer to
the healthcare providers

without any
intermediaries. The Big

Data blockchain contracts
will also help consumers,
patients and healthcare

providers to securely
exchange sensitive
patient information
amongst concerned

stakeholders.
 

DECENTRALIZED
FINANCE
The Fitmint Activ+

smartwatch coupled with  
our Move2Earn

decentralised application  
not only incentivizes users

to stay fit and earn
simultaneously but, also
provides them  with an

opportunity to earn more 
 merely by holding their

cryptocurrency in the own
wallet. With one of the
best staking platforms,

we utilise the tokens
staked by the user for the

development of the
company and reward the

user proportionally.

HEALTHY
COMMUNITY

BUILDING
The epillo.io community is

where the users get the
opportunity to discuss
their health goals and
wellness journey with

peers, to compete with
them and win in exciting

competitions. 
 

You can also exchange
solutions and ideas for our

Fitmint Activ+ product
and De-Fi platform and

get rewarded for the
same. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL OVERVIEW
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SENSOR
Smartwatch

NETWORK
INFRASTRUCURE

Wifi and Bluetooth will
be used as hardware
components. 

Wi-fi/Bluetooth

The Fitmint Wear
smartwatch acts as a
sensor for the initiation 
 of data transmission. 

SMART CONTRACT
BLOCKCHAIN
NETWORK
Fitmint Wear web 3.0
mobile application has
been developed on the
Polygon Chain.  

LONG TERM
STORAGE

Data received will be
held on millions of nodes
held worldwide.

Nodes

AUTHENTICATION

P2P
TRANSACTIONS
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ABOUT THE INDUSTRIES
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FITNESS

Currently, the fitness industry is one of the biggest globally, with the
increase in the number of people embarking upon a healthy journey.
Global smartwatch market size was valued at around USD 22.46 billion in
2021 and expected to grow to USD 97.52 billion by 2028, at a CAGR of
approximately 21.5% between 2022 and 2028. Since blockchain-based
smart wearables promise to provide improved data protection, privacy and
other exciting features, it may not be too far fetched to state that these
wearables have the potential to capture the traditional market.

BLOCKCHAIN GAMING

The move to earn mechanics in blockchain gaming is a billion dollar
market and is expected to drive the entire market. The market for the
move  to earn mechanics comprises of 68 % of the market size. A survey
conducted also stated that 81% of people would be motivated to stay fit by
earning cryptocurrency for exercising. With Fitmint Wear, we assist users
to earn the value they create by themselves in the $ 100 BN fitness
industry and the blockchain gaming industry. 

15.09.2022



FITMINT WEAR PRO [WEB 3.0 SMARTWATCH]: 
SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES

The Fitmint Wear is a first-of-its-kind smartwatch which enables the users to
not only track their daily activities and keep that data safe, but also, provides
them with an opportunity to earn cryptocurrency just by logging in their data
through the companion web 3.0 mobile application. We present the users a
win-win opportunity to gain more crypto currency and lose weight
simultaneously. 

The first version the smart wearable - Fitmint Wear Pro is a smartwatch in  a
1.86’’ size, on which you can read messages, social media notification,
check who’s calling on your number, and reject it. We also offer real time
sports & activity tracking (including swimming), for which you can win
rewards. FitMint Wear stays up and takes care of you while you are asleep
by monitoring your heart rate, sleep quality, and more. 

EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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Epillo.io has developed the Fitmint Wear decentralized mobile application to
incentivize its users to become healthier and fitter. Constantly striving for the well-
being of the people, Epillo Health Systems provides an opportunity to its users to
earn crypto currency just by walking. An algorithm has been developed whereby
each user will be rewarded according to their health profiles as per the specific data
received from Fitmint Wear such as number of steps, sleeping pattern etc. Fitmint
Wear companion decentralised mobile application has been developed on the
Polygon (Ethereum Scaling) blockchain and will thereafter, scale to various other
blockchains integrating multiple crypto wallets. 

Broad features of the Mobile Application 

a.    Login/Registration
b.    Able to Sync with smart watches
c.    Activity tracking from smart watch
d.    Avatar and other NFT Minting
e.    Gamification
f.     Marketplace to trade NFTs and Purchase items
g.    Notifications
h.    Staking and Swapping

FITMINT WEAR: DECENTRALIZED MOBILE
APPLICATION

EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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Each user will begin his/her gaming journey by syncing the Smartwatch and
the NFT. The user will start the game from level 1 and get promoted to next
level on the basis of their performance or by winning titles at weekly /
monthly challenges or by purchasing badges to upgrade to next level. For
the activities recorded on the smartwatch, the user will be rewarded with
points. To win these reward points the user can choose a sport mode such
as walking, running, cycling or swimming and just record the activities for
each day. The NFT, being one of its kind, will have four features- Booster,
Performance, Engagement, and Multitasking to classify its individuality even
further.

GAMIFICATION
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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MINT YOUR NFT AUTHENTICATE 
 

STAY FIT & EARN

USER JOURNEY

UNBOX
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The game is divided into 3 Badges- Beginner, Intermediate (2x boost factor on the
time limit and reward earning of each day) and Expert (3x boost factor on the time
limit and reward earning of each day), with 25 levels in each badge. To switch to an
advanced badge, gamers can either complete all 25 levels or they can directly
purchase it with either credit points or their crypto earnings.  

Users also have the option to buy or sell the NFT, along with the achievements &
badge linked with it. 

GAMIFICATION
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER

With the reward points earned the users can:
a.    Redeem against Epillo Health Token (EHT)
b.    Purchase new items in marketplace
c.    Mint as an NFT (Badges) and sell that to someone else i





Epillo Health Token (EPILLO) is our ecosystem’s native token
which is deployed on the Polygon (Ethereum Scaling Platform)
chain. EPILLO offers fast and low-cost transactions with a
secure and scalable network. There are various utilities of EHT,
including but, not limited to:

EPILLO HEALTH TOKEN
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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De-finance
protocol 

Powering the 
smartwatch

and NFTs

Access to
gameplay

Governance 

E-commerce
products &

services

Medical
fundraising
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CHAINS & WALLETS: NOW & FUTURE

Deposit crypto tokens and NFTs (Polygon network)

Withdraw crypto tokens and NFTs (Polygon network)

Swap (trade) function with liquidity

To provide our users a seamless experience, we will have our

in-app decentralized wallet which can be used to hold NFTs,

cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.

The in-app wallet will thereafter be linked to the Metamask. In

future, we will integrate more networks and wallets. 

Wallet features:

WALLET
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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ETHEREUM
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Fitmint Wear users can earn more merely by holding the EPILLO tokens in

their wallets. It is an additional rewards which is apart from the rewards

distributed for walking with the companion decentralised mobile application.

Users can earn through both – walking and staking. 

  

Staking puts your EPILLO tokens to work, it generates incentives while it is

staked. If you choose to stake your EPILLO tokens, it becomes a part of the

process and you earn rewards as the part of the process which in generates

more income to our Step users. We support manual as well as auto

compounding to get our step users the best annual percentage yield (APY)

out of your staking.

The users will also be able to convert the EHT to other cryptocurrencies by

using the swapping feature. 

STAKING & SWAPPING
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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Epillo.io is building its community where the users can discuss

their health goals and wellness journey with peers. The users

get to compete with their peers and win exciting competitions.

The users can also exchange solutions and ideas for our

FitMint Wear product and De-Fi platform and get rewarded for

the same.

COMMUNITY & CHALLENGES
EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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Building Healthy Communities- That Includes You!
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Read more

EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ                  www.epillo.io               info@epillo.io

All of Healthcare
under one roof

Be healthier you!

WEB 3.0 
smart-wearables

Democratizing Healthcare

Contact us

ABOUT THE EPILLO HEALTH GROUP

EPILLO HEALTH SYSTEMS OÜ LITEPAPER
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FITMINTFITMINT
WEARWEAR

Digital Health & AI-
based Drug-Food
Interactions (Patent-
Pending)

As seen in:

HealthHUB™ is a first-of-its-kind
retailer of Health, Medicine and
Fresh Nutrition in the Asian Pacific
region.

HealthHUB™ offers a unique
combination of Pharmacy, Walk-in
Clinic, Path Lab, Personal care
shop & Fresh Health Food &
Beverages - all under one roof! 

RETAIL & ONLINE

Real Food, Real Health

As firm believers in good health,
with Freshwey™  we aim to
contribute to people's health &
well-being by providing them with
the right nutritional food &
Beverage products, nutrition
advise and wellness testing.

RETAIL & ONLINE
Explore more on how can
blockchain technology can assist
the health and fitness sector with
enhanced data privacy, security,
transparency, and decentralised
payments while simultaneously
incentivising people for keeping fit
& healthy.

Digital Processes and Digital
Patients: Connected care,
Electronic Health Records, 
Mobile Apps for Patients and
providers, Virtual care, Big Data &
AI, Digital Therapeutics and
Patent-filed Digital-Health
Technologies including Digital
Therapeutics (DTx) for Medication
& Chronic Disease Management.

Read moreRead moreRead more
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https://www.epillo.com/healthhub-overview/
https://www.forbesindia.com/media/supplement_pdf/Epillo.pdf
https://www.entrepreneur.com/en-au/entrepreneurs/this-innovative-blockchain-based-digital-therapeutics-will/365814
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlRF2GcfLHs
https://www.epillo.com/freshwey-franchise/
http://www.epillo.io/
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2022132205&_gid=202225
https://apacmed.org/membership/our-members/#start-up-amp-sme-members
https://www.forbesindia.com/article/brand-connect/discovering-how-emerging-technologies-are-transforming-the-future-of-healthcare/67907/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWflfxys5ME
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/epillo-health-systems-got-evaluated-at-a-whopping-figure-of-usd-150-mn-for-their-innovative-digital-health-technology-1030221062

